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We consider equations of the form F(x, y, :x, ; y)=0 in integer unknowns x and
y, where F is a polynomial with complex coefficients, and : and ; are non-zero
complex numbers. We prove, outside of some exceptional cases, that if such an
equation has infinitely many solutions, then : and ; are algebraic.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
In proving a theorem on polynomialexponential equations, often the
crux of the matter is to establish the result in the case when all quantities
involved are algebraic. Sometimes the general case then follows from the
algebraic case by means of a separate argument. Laurent’s fundamental
theorem on these equations [3, The ore me 1] is, for example, obtained
from its algebraic predecessor [2, The ore me 1] via the construction of
various specialization maps which preserve appropriate properties of the
systems in question.
In 1994 Schmidt [4] studied equations of the form :x=R(x, y), where
: # C* and R # C(X, Y), and proved that if there are integer solutions
(x, y) with infinitely many values of x, then : is already algebraic. This
allowed him to employ the p-adic subspace theorem to prove (under an
additional hypothesis) that there are infinitely many solutions only if the
equation has a very special form.
The goal in this paper is to generalize the result on the algebraicity of :
to a wider range of polynomialexponential equations in two variables.
Our main tools will be the theorem of Laurent mentioned above, together
with a theorem, given in the next section, which generalizes a standard
result from linear algebra. We now state the main results.
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Suppose that F(X, Y, Z) # C[X, Y, Z] has positive degree in Z and has
no factor f (X, Y) of positive degree. Then when : # C* we will consider the
equation
F(x, y, :x)=0 (1)
in unknowns x, y # Z. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If (1) has solutions for infinitely many values of x, then :
is algebraic.
This theorem will be applied in later work [1], in which Schmidt’s
results from [4] are generalized. In the second part of the paper we give
an extension of Theorem 1 to the situation where there are two exponential
functions. More precisely, suppose that F(X, Y, X1 , Y1) # C[X, Y, X1 , Y1]
has positive degree in both X1 and Y1 , that F has no factor f (X, Y) of
positive degree, and that :, ; # C* are not roots of unity. We will consider
the equation
F(x, y, :x, ; y)=0 (2)
in integer unknowns x, y. For these equations we have two theorems.
Theorem 2. Suppose that : and ; are multiplicatively independent. Then
the solutions of (2) consist of a finite set, together with the solutions of
F(x, y, :x, Y1)=0 and F(x, y, X1 , ; y)=0.
Here we are reduced to the case of only one exponential function; the
more interesting case is treated in the next theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose that : and ; are multiplicatively dependent. Then either
(i) : and ; are algebraic, or
(ii) the solutions of (2) consist of a finite set, together with a finite
collection of cosets (xk , yk)+Gk (1km), where for each k, Gk is a
subgroup of rank one in Z2.
The groups Gk are determined by F and the dependence relation between
: and ; and arise naturally in the theory of polynomialexponential
equations. They are described precisely in Lemma 4.1.
2. A THEOREM IN ALGEBRA
Let K$ be a field, V a subset of K$, and n1 an integer. We call elements
!0 , ..., !n of K$ linearly dependent over V if there are elements u0 , ..., un of V,
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not all zero, such that ni=0 ui!i=0. We now present our main technical
theorem.
Theorem 4. Let KK$ be fields, VK$ a finite-dimensional vector
space over K, and # a non-zero element of K$. Suppose that for every N # N
there exist natural numbers e1 , ..., en such that min(ei , |ei&ej | )>N
whenever i{j and such that 1, #e1, ..., #en are linearly dependent over V. Then
# is algebraic over K.
This generalizes the result of Schmidt [4, Lemma 1] in the case n=1;
from this case we immediately recover the well known fact that if #VV,
then # is algebraic. The proof of Theorem 4 follows the outline of Schmidt’s
proof, and occupies the remainder of this section.
We may inductively obtain n-tuples of natural numbers (e1(s), ..., en(s))
for s=1, 2, ... so that 1, #e1(s), ..., #en(s) are linearly dependent over V, and so
that for s>1 we have
min
i{j
(ei (s), |ei (s)&ej (s)| )>2 max
i
ei (s&1). (3)
Let d be the dimension of V over K and set m=d+1. For every non-
negative integer t and for every j # [1, ..., m] there exist u0(tm+ j), ...,
un(tm+ j) # V, not all zero, such that
:
n
i=1
ui (tm+ j) #ei(tm+ j)=u0(tm+ j).
For every t the m elements u0(tm+1), ..., u0(tm+m) are linearly dependent
over K. Thus there is a non-zero point (ct1 . . ., c
t
m) # K
m such that
:
m
j=1
:
n
i=1
ctj ui (tm+ j) #
e i (tm+ j)=0. (4)
Write
#t=(#e 1(tm+1), ..., #e n(tm+1), ..., #e 1(tm+m), ..., #en(tm+m)) # Knm. (5)
Let \1 , ..., \d be a basis of V over K and express each term ctj ui (tm+ j)
(1in, 1 jm) as a linear combination of \1 , ..., \d with coefficients
in K. This, together with (4), gives an equation
\1 Lt1(#t)+ } } } +\dL
t
d (#t)=0, (6)
where Lt1 , ..., L
t
d are linear forms in nm variables with coefficients in K, and
are not all zero. Therefore to prove the theorem it will suffice to establish
the following result.
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Lemma 2.1. Let d1 be an integer. Suppose that \1 , ..., \d lie in K$ and
are linearly independent over K. Suppose that for infinitely many t there are
linear forms Lt1 , ..., L
t
d as above, which are not all zero, hare coefficients in
K, and satisfy (6). Then # is algebraic over K.
Proof. Suppose that d=1. Then for some t we have Lt1(#t)=0. By (3)
we see that the exponents appearing in (5) are distinct, and hence that #
is algebraic over K. We may therefore assume that d2. In this case we
suppose first that there is a non-zero point a=(a1 , ..., ad) # Kd such that
a1 Lt1+ } } } +adL
t
d=0 (7)
for infinitely many t. We may suppose without loss of generality that for
these t we have Ltd=b1L
t
1+ } } } +bd&1L
t
d&1 with b1 , ..., bd&1 # K. For
k=1, ..., d&1 set \$k=\k+bk\d . Then (6) becomes
\$1 Lt1(#t)+ } } } +\$d&1L
t
d&1(#t)=0.
Since \$1 , ..., \$d&1 are linearly independent over K and not all of Lt1 , ...,
Ltd&1 can be zero, we have achieved a reduction to the case d&1. We may
therefore suppose that for any non-zero a # Kd there are only finitely many
t satisfying (7).
Let X=(X1 , ..., Xnm), where the Xq are indeterminates, and for
k=1, ..., d write Ltk(X)=l
t
kX as an inner product with l
t
k # K
nm. Let b tq
(1qnm) be the q th column vector of the d_nm matrix with rows ltk ,
and let V(t) be the subspace of Kd spanned by the b tq . If a # K
d"[0] has
ab tq=0 (1qnm), then (7) holds. Therefore, for any such a there are
only finitely many t with all of the inner products ab tq equal to zero. This
shows that for any proper subspace U of Kd, there are only finitely many
t with V(t)U.
Choose t(1)0, and then select q(1) with 1q(1)nm and bt(1)q(1) {0. By
our comment above we may choose t(2)>t(1) such that V(t(2)) is not
spanned by b t(1)q(1) . Then choose q(2), 1q(2)nm, so that b
t(2)
q(2) and b
t(1)
q(1)
are linearly independent. Continuing in this manner we may choose non-
negative integers t(1)< } } } <t(d ) and integers q(1), ..., q(d ) # [1, ..., nm]
such that the vectors bt(1)q(1) , ..., b
t(d )
q(d ) are linearly independent.
Now let
Xk=(Xk, 1 , ..., Xk, nm) (1kd ),
with indeterminates Xk, q , and let P(X1 , ..., Xd) be the determinant of the
matrix whose k th row is
(Lt(1)k (X1), ..., L
t(d )
k (Xd)).
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P is a polynomial in dnm variables. By linearity, we find that
P(X1 , ..., Xd)= :
v(1), ..., v(d )
det(b t(1)v(1) , ..., b
t(d )
v(d )) X1, v(1) } } } Xd, v(d ) ,
where the sum is over all tuples (v(1), ..., v(d )) with 1v(k)nm.
By construction, det(b t(1)q(1) , ..., b
t(d)
q(d )){0, so P does not vanish identically.
But (6) holds for t(1), ..., t(d). Therefore P vanishes when we substitute
#t(k) for Xk (1kd ). This will prove that # is algebraic once we have
established the following
Lemma 2.2. When we substitute #t(k) for Xk (1kd), each monomial
X1, v(1) } } } Xd, v(d ) takes the form # y. Distinct tuples (v(1), ..., v(d)) yield distinct
exponents y.
The proof of this lemma will occupy the rest of the section. The first
assertion is obvious. For 1kd set
Wk=[ei (t(k) m+ j)]1in, 1 jm .
When we substitute #t(k) for Xk (1kd ), the monomial X1, v(1) } } } Xd, v(d )
becomes #w1+ } } } +wd, where wk # Wk . Distinct tuples (v(1), ..., v(d )) yield
distinct tuples (w1 , ..., wd). Thus to prove Lemma 2.2 we must show that
distinct tuples (w1 , ..., wd) give rise to distinct sums w1+ } } } +wd . Along
with the fact that t(1)<t(2)< } } } <t(d ), (3) shows that
(a) if wk1 # Wk1 , wk2 # Wk2 , and k1>k2 , then wk1>2wk2 , and
(b) if wk1>w$k1 lie in Wk1 and wk2 # Wk2 with k1>k2 , then
wk1&w$k1>2wk2 .
Suppose that w1+ } } } +wd=v1+ } } } +vd with wk , vk # Wk (1kd ). If
wd>vd , then (b) shows that wd&vd>2vd&1. By repeated application of
(a) we see that v1+ } } } +vd&1<2vd&1 , so that v1+ } } } +vd<wd , which is
impossible. Therefore wdvd , and by symmetry we have wd=vd . Repeating
this argument shows that wk=vk for all k, which establishes Lemma 2.2
and finishes the proof of the theorem.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Write
F(X, Y, Z)= :
n
i=0
fi (X, Y) Zi
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with polynomials fi ; then by our assumptions n>0, fn {0, and the fi have
no common non-constant factor. Suppose that (1) has solutions for
infinitely many negative x. Then the equation
F(&x, y, (1:)x)=0 (8)
has solutions for infinitely many positive x. Set F (X, Y, Z)=F(&X, Y, Z).
It is clear that F satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem when F does, and
we may therefore restrict our attention to the case when (1) has solutions
for infinitely many positive x.
We have
:
n
i=0
fi (x, y) :ix=0
for infinitely many positive x. The values fi (x, y) lie in the vector space V
generated over Q by the coefficients of F. Since the fi have no common
non-constant factor, there are only finitely many solutions to the equations
fi (x, y)=0 (0in). Therefore 1, :x, ..., :nx are linearly dependent over V
for infinitely many positive values of x, and by Theorem 4 we see that : is
algebraic.
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
We may write
F= :
r
i=0
:
s
j=0
fij (X, Y) X i1Y
j
1
where the fij have no non-constant common factor. Then (2) becomes
:
r
i=0
:
s
j=0
fij (x, y) :ix; jy=0, (9)
where by assumption neither : nor ; is a root of unity. It will be convenient
to view the indices as ordered pairs (i, j). When P is a partition of the set
of indices, write ? # P to mean that ? is among the subsets belonging to P.
Following Laurent [3], we consider the system of equations
:
(i, j) # ?
fij (x, y) :ix; jy=0 (? # P). (9) P
Denote by SP the set of solutions of (9) P which do not satisfy (9) Q for any
proper refinement Q of P; it is clear that every solution of (9) belongs to
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at least one of the sets SP . Write (i, j) tP (i $, j $) if (i, j), (i $, j $) belong to
the same set ? # P, and denote by HP the subgroup of Z2 consisting of
pairs (x, y) such that
:ix; jy=:i $x; j $y whenever (i, j) tP (i $, j $). (10)
At this time we record a supplement to Theorem 3 whose proof will emerge
naturally in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 4.1. Each group Gk appearing in Theorem 3 is one of the
groups HP .
The following is a very special case of a theorem due to Laurent [3,
The ore me 1].
Theorem. If HP =[0] then SP is finite.
Write ( (0, 1)) to denote the subgroup of Z2 generated by (0, 1). We
require a lemma before we approach the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that P is a partition such that SP is infinite and
that HP ( (0, 1)). Then HP =( (0, 1)) , and for every ? # P, j= j(?) is
fixed for (i, j) # ?. Further, SP is contained in the set of solutions of
F(x, y, :x, Y1)=0.
Proof. Since SP is infinite, Laurent’s theorem shows that we may select
a point (0, q) # HP with q{0. Then, by (10),
; jq=; j $q whenever (i, j) tP (i $, j $). (11)
Since ; is not a root of unity, this shows that for any ? # P and (i, j) # ?,
j= j(?) is fixed. Therefore (11) holds for every q # Z, and HP =( (0, 1)).
(9) P then becomes
; j(?) y :
(i, j) # ?
fij (x, y) :ix=0 (? # P), (12)
and the last assertion follows immediately. Note that a corresponding
result will of course hold when HP ( (1, 0)).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. Suppose that : and ; are multi-
plicatively independent and that P is a partition such that SP is infinite.
Notice that P must contain a set ? with |?|2; otherwise SP would be
finite since the polynomials fij have no non-constant common factor. We
may therefore choose distinct indices (i, j), (i $, j $) with (i, j) tP (i $, j $). If
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there were a point (x, y) # HP with xy{0 we would have :(i&i $) x=;( j $& j) y
where not both exponents are zero, against the independence of : and ;.
Therefore we must have either HP ( (0, 1)) or HP ( (1, 0)) , and
Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 4.2 since, as we have mentioned, every
solution of (9) is contained in one of the sets SP .
We turn to the proof of Theorem 3. We will assume that : and ; are
multiplicatively dependent and transcendental; we must then prove that for
every partition P the set SP has the form described in the second assertion
of the theorem. We may of course restrict our attention to partitions for
which SP is infinite. We begin with a lemma which holds for any : and ;.
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a partition. Suppose that HP has rank one and
that SP contains infinitely many members of a coset (x, y)+H P . Then SP
contains the whole coset.
Proof. Let (x0 , y0) be a generator for HP . Then the coset (x, y)+HP
consists of points
(x+tx0 , y+ty0), t # Z.
When such a point lies in SP , (9) P may be written
:
(i, j) # ?
fij (x+tx0 , y+ty0) :itx 0; jty0:ix; jy=0 (? # P). (13)
From (10) we see that for every ? # P the quantity :itx 0; jty0 is the same for
all (i, j) # ?. Therefore (13) gives
:
(i, j) # ?
fij (x+tx0 , y+ty0) :ix; jy=0 (? # P). (14)
For each ? the left side of (14) is a polynomial in t which vanishes for
infinitely many, and hence all, values of t. This establishes Lemma 4.3.
Suppose now that S P is infinite and that HP is contained in one of the
coordinate axes. By symmetry we may assume that HP ( (0, 1)) , so that
HP =( (0, 1)) by Lemma 4.2. As we have seen, we may choose a set ? # P
with |?|2. Fix j= j(?) as in Lemma 4.2, and let i1 , ..., in be the integers
i for which (i, j) # ?. Then (12) gives
:
n
l=1
f i l j (x, y) :
i lx=0 ((x, y) # SP ).
Here n2, the i l are distinct, and f i lj(x, y){0 for all l and (x, y) # S P .
Since : is not algebraic, Theorem 4 shows that there are only finitely many
values of x occurring in pairs (x, y) # SP . Let x0 be an integer such that
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(x0 , y) # S P for infinitely many y # Z. Then SP contains infinitely many
members of the coset (x0 , 0)+H P . By Lemma 4.3 it contains the whole
coset, and in this case SP has the form required by Theorem 3 and
Lemma 4.1.
It remains to consider partitions for which SP is infinite and H P is not
contained in either coordinate axis. In the remaining pages P will always
denote a fixed such partition; if none exists we are already done. Since :
and ; are multiplicatively dependent and transcendental, the group of
points ( p, q) # Z2 satisfying : p=;q has rank one; as a consequence we see
from (10) that HP has rank one, and that the points
[(i&i $, j $& j)], (i, j) tP (i $, j $)
are contained in a subgroup of rank one in Z2.
Suppose that SP is contained in the union of finitely many cosets
(x, y)+HP . HP has rank one, so that by Lemma 4.3, when SP contains
infinitely many members of such a coset it must contain the whole coset,
from which we see that SP has the required form.
We will now use Theorem 4 to prove that, under our assumptions, SP
must in fact be contained in the union of finitely many cosets (x, y)+HP .
Suppose by way of contradiction that this is not the case. Let ( p0 , q0) be
an integer point with : p0=;q 0 and p0q0 {0. We may then choose an
infinite set 7$SP such that distinct elements of 7$ lie in distinct cosets
modulo HP , and also such that when (x, y) # 7$, y lies in some fixed
residue class modulo q0 .
Let # be a q0th root of :. Then # p 0q0=: p 0=;q 0, so that ‘# p 0=;, where
‘ is some q0th root of unity. Fix a set ? # P with |?|2 and a point
(i*, j*) # ?. From (9) P we see that for (x, y) # 7$,
:
(i, j) # ?
fij (x, y) ‘( j& j*) y#q0(i&i*) x+ p0( j& j*) y=0. (15)
For x=(x, y) # 7$ and (i, j) # ?, set
uij (x)= fij (x, y) ‘( j& j*) y. (16)
Then choose an element (i 1* , j 1*){(i*, j*) in ? and set
e(x)=q0(i 1*&i*) x+ p0( j 1*& j*) y.
By our comment above, when (i, j) # ? there exists a constant cij so that
i&i*=cij (i 1*&i*) and j& j*=cij ( j 1*& j*); it is clear that distinct pairs
(i, j) # ? give distinct values of cij . Then for (i, j) # ? we have
q0(i&i*) x+ p0( j& j*) y=cije(x), (17)
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and (15) becomes
:
(i, j) # ?
uij (x) #c ije(x )=0 (x # 7$). (18)
The following result will allow us to apply Theorem 4.
Lemma 4.4. e(x){e(x$) whenever x{x$ lie in 7$.
Proof. When x=(x, y), x$=(x$, y$) lie in 7$ we have y#y$ (mod q0).
Suppose that e(x)=e(x$). Then, whenever (i, j) tP (i $, j $),
q0(i&i $) x+ p0( j& j $) y=q0(i&i $) x$+ p0( j& j $) y$.
Since ‘ is a q0th root of unity we obtain
:(i&i $)(x&x$)=#q0(i&i $)(x&x$)=# p 0( j $& j )( y& y$)
=(‘# p 0) ( j $& j )( y& y$)=;( j $& j )( y& y$).
This shows that (x&x$, y& y$) # HP , which is impossible by the construc-
tion of 7$. Therefore we must have e(x){e(x$), and the lemma is proved.
Now choose an infinite set 77$ such that for x # 7, the sign of e(x) is
fixed. If e(x) is positive on 7, let (i0 , j0) # ? be the index for which
ci 0 j0= min(i, j) # ?
cij .
If, however, e(x) is negative on 7, choose (i0 , j0) # ? with
ci 0 j0= max(i, j) # ?
cij .
For (i, j) # ? define
eij (x)=(cij&ci0 j0) e(x).
Notice that ei0 j0 is identically zero and that when (i, j){(i0 , j0), eij (x) is
positive for all x # 7. By (17) we see that each eij (x) is an integer.
Now (18) shows that for x # 7,
:
(i, j){(i0, j0)
(i, j) # ?
uij (x) #e i j (x )=&ui0 j0(x).
Since |?|2, the sum on the left contains at least one term. As seen in (16)
the uij (x) are non-zero and take their values in the vector space V
generated over Q(‘) by the coefficients of the fij . Therefore for x # 7, the
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set [1, #e ij (x )](i, j) # ? is linearly dependent over V. Lemma 4.4 shows that for
any N # N, there exists x # 7 such that
min(eij (x), |eij (x)&ei $j $(x)| )>N
whenever (i, j){(i $, j $) lie in ? and (i, j){(i0 , j0). (Recall that for such
(i, j), (i $, j $), we must have cij {ci $j $ .) By Theorem 4 we conclude that # is
algebraic over Q(‘). It is then clear that both : and ; are algebraic, which
provides the desired contradiction and concludes the proofs of Theorem 3
and Lemma 4.1.
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